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What is Website Creation

Are you an innovative startup? Don't tell me you don't have a website! 
If it is your case, this paper will surely be useful to you. 

Keep reading and find out which methodology is the best for you to create your website from scratch.
Discover the best tools available on the market today and much more!
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What is a CMS Tool
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What is a CMS Tool

Open Source CMS, are tools built and maintained by communities of developers who disseminate its
source code, making it in the public domain and therefore accessible to everyone. 
Closed Source CMS or Proprietary CMS: these are CMS with closed source code. They are therefore
not in the public domain but owned by the programmer or the agency that deals with the creation of
the website.

CMS helps users build a professional website, without having particular experience and without being
programmers.
There are two types of CMS platforms:
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Benefits of an
Open Source

CMS

2.1
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Benefits of an Open Source CMS

Simplicity: you don’t need to know HTML, CSS, and programming languages like ASP or PHP
Autonomy: they allow you to create a professional and effective website independently
Limited budget:  they are basically completely free
Updates: they are continously developing and improving
Plugins and graphic themes: thanks to the plugins, it is possible to enrich and customize your website 
Times: you can build your website on a ready-made basis, drastically reducing the realization time
Independence: these platforms, having open code, allow you to be free from ties with developers
Dedicated community: behind these tools there are communities of experts

The different advantages that these systems offer are:

2.1
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Disadvantages
of an Open

Source CMS
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Disadvantages of an Open Source CMS

Speed: the code of the CMS Open Source is prepared to implement all kinds of websites, for this
reason it is heavier than custom websites
Customization: all our changes must fall within the default features and plugins. This creates both a
graphical and a functional design limit
Uniqueness: having to follow pre-set guides, we will not be the only ones to have made a certain
graphic choice

It is right to evaluate the other side of the coin as well. Let’s analyze the cons:

2.2
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What is a Custom
Website
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What is a Custom Website

They are coded websites, created from scratch. The graphics, control panel, functionality, structure, and
code are made ad hoc for you.

To create a custom website, you need to have skills in markup language, which are programming
languages used for web design and development, such as HTML, XML, CSS or Javascript. You can rely on
web deigner experts too who, listening to your guidelines, will create your website for you.
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Benefits of a Custom Website

Customization: you will have the possibility to customize every detail, without limits
Uniqueness: you will be able to 100% reflect the image of your brand and company
Responsive: you can choose the graphic structure we prefer for each type of screen
Code performance: they offer a clean and optimized code, able to improve the browsing experience
Speed: they do not have to adapt to the needs of different customers, thus being leaner and faster
Security: only the developer of a coded website knows its “secrets”, so it is a very safe solution
SEO: the developer to whom we entrust the realization of our website, can intervene on every detail
of the code to obtain an excellent positioning on Google.

The advantages that this solution offers are:

3.1
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Disadvantages
of a Custom

Website
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Disadvantages of a Custom Website

Budget: they have high prices since they are tailor-made works, created from scratch 
Time: their creation requires longer realization times than an Open Source CMS
Autonomy: every time you have to make some changes, you will need the intervention of the web
designer you have relied on 

Let’s analyze the disadvantages of custom websites:

3.2
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The best 10 CMS Tools 

Bitrix24
Concrete5
Django CMS
Drupal
Ghost
Joomla 
Microweber
MODX
Wix
A focus on WordPress

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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Bitrix24

It moves data from network silos and local drives to a well-secured centralized repository
It is a website builder to create websites, landing pages and online stores of extraordinary quality
It offers industry-specific templates to create new and original websites, making changes from a SEO
perspective

It is a very secure solution, suitable for small and medium-sized enterprises, designed to ensure effective
collaboration, communication, business processes and knowledge management. Its main features are:

Pricing: there is a free plan or 2 other plans from €55 to €159 per month.

4.1
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Concrete5

4.2
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Concrete5

It is one of the most advantageous solutions for value for money and ease of use
It allows to build sites that can be adapted to all types of devices, using the latest HTML, CSS and
Javascript techniques and giving large customization possibilities for fonts, colors and layouts
It offers numerous marketing tools to create surveys and forms, and to collect and analyze user data,
as well as to ensure SEO optimization of content destined for the website

It allows to create well-structured websites also from an aesthetic point of view, also facilitating the
editing and management process over time. Its main features are:

Pricing: this platform has free trial and version, but additional pricing is to be requested.

4.2
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Django CMS

4.3
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Django CMS

It provides the ability to create any web application very quickly, offering a complete drag-and-drop
interface that makes it very easy for the user to edit content
It allows to edit images and other content, manage documents, also offering numerous plugins

It is an easy-to-use open-source platform suitable for developers, marketers and business leaders. Its
main features are:

Pricing: it has to be requested.

4.3
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Drupal

4.4
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Drupal

It allows to add and remove features by installing and uninstalling modules and allowing to change
the entire appearance of the website
It allows to manage products, carts and transactions along with media and content
It creates content to adapt and meet changing user needs through third-party integrations
It offers the ability to create multi-channel experiences to encourage audience engagement

The Drupal community consists of developers, designers, trainers, strategists, publishers and other
professionals. Its main features are:

Pricing: it has to be requested, but a free version is available.

4.4
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Ghost

4.5
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Ghost

It is possible to create websites, publish posts, send newsletters, all in a very creative way
It offers a library of official ghost themes, which can be installed with a single click
It offers native sign-up forms that work on any website

The platform has original dashboards and control panels, with detailed statistics on audience
engagement and business growth. Its main features are:

Pricing: it has a 14-day free trial and 4 payment plans from $9 to $199 per month.

4.5
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Joomla

4.6
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Joomla

It offers thousands of verified third-party extensions that can be easily found in the extension
directory
It has numerous high-quality templates available, a large number of which are free

It was designed to help both inexperienced users and more skilled developers to create websites and
applications. Its main features are:

Pricing: it has a free version, while prices for other payment plans need to be requested.
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Microweber

4.7
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Microweber

It offers models and themes of aesthetics very well cared for, with great attention to details
It gives the opportunity to easily add, delete, and rearrange sections of the page, giving the ability to
make the website unique by mixing different layouts
The hosting services are fast and secure and it also offers professional support for all customer needs

It helps users create websites, online stores and blogs with features like drag & drop, live edits of image
and video text, online payments, color and font customization possibilities, and customer support. Its
main features are:

Pricing: the hosting prices start from a free trial to $25 per month, while the white label prices start from
$5 to $50 per month.

4.7
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MODX

4.8
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MODX

It provides complete control over creative vision and experiences
From menus to maps, social media to SEO and everything in between, each element is designed to
flexibly adapt to the user’s needs
It is a very secure and constantly updated platform, with customer support service always active

It is an open-source software that delivers exceptional performance to organizations looking for
something beyond the traditional approach of most CMS tools. Its main features are: 

Pricing: it starts from $30 to $275 per month.

4.8
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Wix

4.9
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Wix

It offers total design freedom and tons of design options with advanced features and an easy drag-
and-drop system
You can create a state-of-the-art website and web applications
It offers numerous templates that can be customized and drag and drop system, parallax effects,
animations and much more, without any need for computer skills
It is possible to automatically get the website for one’s business

With this software it is possible to create personal and professional websites, whether one has in-depth
knowledge of programming and web design, or being novice. Its main features are:

Pricing: it starts from €4.50 to €24.50 per month.
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A focus on
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WordPress

The best CMS tool is WordPress, the most famous and used “open source” tool for creating websites and
blogs, and it is also the simplest tool for the functional management of your online business. It is a
“content management system” which means that is a software tool, installed on a web server, whose task
is to facilitate the management of website content.

It offers numerous features, such as customizable and innovative design, SEO optimization possibilities,
ease of use, media management and more. It has over 55,000 plugins and 10,000 themes to reconcile
one’s website with different needs and desires.

Pricing: WordPress has a wide range of free services, themes and plugins. Paid versions are also available.

4.10
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The advantages of Wordpress

Simplicity, speed, and reliability
Versatility
Search engine optimization
Update frequency
Community of professionals
Templates, themes, and plugins

The many advantages that this software offers are:

4.10.1
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Types of
websites you

can create with
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Types of websites you can create with WordPress

Landing page: a specific software has been created, i.e., Optimize Press, which can be used in Plugin
mode allowing you to create individual landing pages on existing websites
Corporate websites: the software guarantees ease of use, low prices for creation and maintenance,
and high performing results
E-Commerce: integrating Woocommerce to WordPress, you will be able to obtain fantastic results,
without complications even for this type of website.
Blog/Megazine: it is the world’s number one platform for creating successful blogs and megazines

 Thanks to this CMS, many types of different websites can be created:

4.10.2
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Website creation and optimization in WordPress

Domain
Hosting
Elementor PRO
Privacy Policy, Cookie Policy, Terms and Conditions
Monitoring
Plugins

To make your website perfect and optimized, there are some best practices to follow, which concern:

4.10.3
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Domain
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Domain

First you will need to register a domain, in this way your website will have an identification number that
will allow the browser to reach it. To carry out this first step, you will have to rely on dedicated websites or
choose a Hosting that also includes domain registration, among the various services.

The annual prices for a domain, choosing websites like Aruba, on average vary from 2 to 20 euros
according to the website you use and the extension you choose (.it, .com, .eu, etc.).

4.10.3.1
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Hosting
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Hosting

It is the rent of the space you need to publish a website.

You will have to rely on dedicated websites, such as SiteGround, which is perfect for WordPress and offers
the possibility to register the domain. The prices of SiteGround vary from 5.99 to 13.99 euros per month,
according to your needs and to the plan we choose.

4.10.3.2
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Elementor PRO
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Elementor PRO

It is the most used visual page builder. It allows you to build and customize your website in a
workmanlike manner. It works perfectly with WordPress and integrates with it simply via the plugin.

There is also a free version of Elementor, but it is advisable to download the PRO version, which includes
many more features and the possibility of having Woocommerce at no additional cost. Prices range from
$49 to $999 per year, depending on the needs you have and the package you choose.

4.10.3.3
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Privacy Policy,

Cookie Policy,

Terms and
Conditions
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Privacy Policy, Cookie Policy, 

Terms and Conditions

A fundamental aspect to check before publishing a website is compliance with the GDPR legislation.
The user must be able to accept cookies and be able to view the privacy policy, the cookie policy and the
terms and conditions. 

To integrate these elements to your WordPress website, you must rely on Iubenda or similar websites
that provide services that meet these needs. Iubenda offers the free version and the ability to customize
packages according to the needs and budget available; for a single website you can get up to 99 euros.

4.10.3.4
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Monitoring

To keep your website traffic under control, it is essential to connect Google Analytics to WordPress to
have updated data always at hand.

The integration of Google Tag Manager is also essential, thanks to this tool you will be able to connect to
your tracking tag such as the Facebook Pixel and LinkedIn Insight Tight to have an even better overview of
the data.

4.10.3.5
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Plugins
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Plugins

WordFence
Yoast SEO
reSmush
Maintenance
Many options of plugins for Loading Speed 

To make your website efficient and secure, there are some plugins that you must necessarily install:

4.10.3.6
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BJ Lazy Load
Lazy Load
NitroPack
Perfmatters
Speed Booster
WP Fastest Cache
WP Optimize
WP Rocket
WP Super Cache
W3 Total Cache

Many options of plugins for Loading Speed:

4.10.3.6
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Conclusions

Thanks to the numerous CMS tools at our disposal, such as Wordpress, it is possible to create functional
and original websites, in a simple and fast way, using a low budget and despite not having particular
programming knowledge. They are suitable for companies that need to stay in reduced budgets, be they
startups or freelancers, and for those who want to create their own website despite not being
programmers or web designers. 

Along this presentation, we gave you all the necessary information to learn more about this subject and
start building your website. We are looking forward to hear your stories of success!
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Don't waste your time and choose one

of these CMS to create your website!
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If you want to know more

Visit our blog!

WWW.SCALEAPSE.COM/BLOG
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